
QUESTIONS 

• 1) The current taken by 1kw kettle connected to a 200v supply is : 

a)20A    b)200A   c)0.02A  d) none of the above. 

• 2) A 5kw motor takes a current of 10A. The maximum voltage which can be applied to this 

motor is: 

a) 500v  b)2v  c)125v  d)10v 

3)Which instrument is used to measure the resistance of a load in a circuit? 

a) watt meter  b)Ammeter  c) ohm meter  d) volt meter 

5) When measuring voltage in a circuit and the approximate value is not known, always start 

with  

a) highest scale  b)power turned off         c) lowest scale     d) red lead first 

6) A kilo watt -hour meter measures 

a) charge           b) frequency 

C) power             d) energy  

7) The instrument used to measure  electrical power is called a 

a) volt meter             b) Ammeter 

c) kilo watt – hour meter          d) watt meter 

8)In the absence of a teacher , the student can play in the laboratory. ( ) true       ( ) false  

9) All electrical laboratories should be equipped with a First Aid Kit. ( ) true        ( ) false 

10) State the value of a resistor whose  color code is   

a)  red , red  ,brown, gold . 

B) yellow, blue, orange. 

C) red,white,red,silver 

d) blue, green,black ,gold.  

11) The applied voltage in a circuit is 10v and the current is 4A.Calculate the resistance. 

12) When the applied voltage in a circuit is 12v,the current is 6mA. Calculate the resistance. 

13) A resistance of 600 ohms takes a current of 4A. Calculate the power dissipated by the 

resistance. 

14)  The power measured across a circuit is 1440W. If the resistance of the load is 20 ohms, 

Calculate the current drawn.  

15) In which order do the following energy transformation take place in a light bulb. 

a) Electricity ,Light,heat      b) Electricity , heat, light 

c) Electricity, magnetism, heat        d) Electricity , heat , magnetism  

16) Photo electricity is produced by light. ( )true     ( ) false 

17) The solar cell changes chemical energy to light ( ) true    ( ) false 

18)  

The movement of charges from positive to negative is called  “ electron flow” ( ) true   ( )false 

19) The movement of charge from negative to positive is called “holes flow”. ( )true    ( ) false 

20) “Holes” move in the same direction as conventional current. ( )true      ( ) false 

 



 


